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* All prices include deboss

P6232
Livingston Leather Briefcase
Done in rugged 20 oz canvas mixed with rich drum-dyed 
leather gives this briefcase a timeless vintage appeal. The 
front flap is secured by dual tuck locks. Inside the main com-
partment has a padded sleeve for a 15.4” laptop and a full 
organizer containing an open pocket for your phone, four card 
slots, and two pen loops along with a large zipper pocket 
for valuables.  On the front of the briefcase there two large 
open pockets, and a zipper pocket on the back for additional 
storage space. A sturdy, heavy-duty top carry handle and an 
adjustable shoulder strap completes this awesome case

Size:  16”W x 11”D x 4”D
Colors:  Black, Olive Brown
Deboss:  On the flap approx 4 !”W x 2 "”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 108.08 85.75 82.38 78.96            

P6236
Drake Backpack
Done in rugged 20 oz canvas mixed with rich drum dyed 
nappa leather highlight this fashionable, European style 
backpack. The top has a flapover with buckle straps 
with magnetic buttons and a drawstring closure. Inside 
the main compartment there is a padded sleeve for a 
15.4” laptop and a large zip pocket for valuables. Zipper 
pockets on the front and both gussets allow for storage 
for all small essentials. A soft leather carry handle and 
heavy duty backpack straps complete this awesome 
backpack.

Size:  12”W x 16”H x 6”D
Colors:  Black, Olive Brown
Embroidery:  On front pocket approx 5”W x 3”H
Deboss:  On top flap approx 4”W X 2 !”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 128.00 101.83 97.92 93.92            

P6237
Rhodes Duffel
Done in rugged 20 oz canvas mixed with rich drum-dyed 
leather gives this dufflle a timeless vintage appeal. The main 
compartment has a wide mouth opening with a belt button 
system that can be tightened to give the duffle its shape. 
Inside the main compartment there is a large zippered 
pocket for accessories.  At the bottom there are five metal 
feet to protect the bottom against wear and tear. Dual soft 
carry handles and a detachable shoulder strap completes 
this gorgeous piece!

Size:  20”W x 13”H x 10 !”D
Colors:  Black, Olive Brown
Deboss:  On front pocket approx 4”W x 3”H

(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 128.00 101.83 97.92 93.92            
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